How To Pause & Restart Lead
Delivery In Your Backoffice
When you order Real-Time leads from us...we want you to be in control of when those leads
arrive in your system.
That’s why we give you the ability to pause and restart lead delivery on Real-Time Leads. This
short tutorial will show you exactly how to do that.
First...you’ll need to login to your account. When the leadstore homepage loads, look for this
box...

...and enter your e-mail address and the password you created when setting up your account. (If
you don’t remember your password, click the “Lost Password” link and we’ll send it to you right
away.)
Click the “login” button...and the next thing you’ll see will be your Control Panel.

Click on the “View Your Order Invoice History” link. (Or the little “Click here” link in the lower
right-hand corner of that box! They both lead to the same place.)

That will show you your Order Invoice History.

As you can see, one of the orders in this screen is active...because the link under “Order Status”
is “Pause”. Whatever you see the link say...is what will happen when you click it.
So...
•
•

If the link says...Pause...that means your order is currently ACTIVE!
If the link says...Restart...that means your order is currently PAUSED!

Make sense? (It’s really simple—and logical—when you think about it.)
To pause an active order, simply click on the “Pause” link.
When you do that...you’ll see this screen.

Click on the link to confirm that you want to pause this order.

When you do that, your order will be paused...and your Order Invoice History will look like this.

Remember...
•
•

If the link says...Pause...that means your order is currently ACTIVE!
If the link says...Restart...that means your order is currently PAUSED!

You won’t get any leads (from this specific order only) until you “Restart” the order. (If you have
multiple open orders...and you want to pause all of your lead delivery...you’ll have to “Pause” all
of the open orders, one at a time.)
So...how do you “Restart” your leads?
Just click on the “Restart” link. :-)
When you do that...you’ll see this screen.

Click on the link to confirm that you want to restart this order.
Leads will start flowing again...and you’ll be back in business!
Simple, huh?

